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Introduction

W

alking, first as a child holding the hand of a caring
adult, is a form of transportation used throughout life.
Being able to walk safely is an important skill that
needs to be developed over time, starting with those
first hand-held walks. The process is similar to that of
how teenagers learn to drive. Just as teenagers must first
practice judgment and skills with an adult present and
in simple traffic conditions, children need help learning
and practicing where and how to walk safely. To help
children become safe walkers, adults must look at the
world of traffic from a child’s point of view and have an
understanding of how children’s abilities to learn and
reason develop over time.
This guide is intended to help parents and caregivers
match their guidance and expectations with their children’s abilities.
Each child grows and develops differently so it is impractical to expect all children to demonstrate a specific ability at a specific age.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 This impracticality makes
time spent walking together when an adult can assess
and guide their child’s learning all the more important.
Although parents and caregivers are usually the most
familiar with their children’s abilities, it is common for
them to overestimate their children’s walking skills.8, 9
This can lead to children walking in situations that they
are not ready to handle.

Lincoln Elementary, Mt Vernon, Washington

Part 2: Resources for helping children learn pedestrian safety
skills provides brief assessment tips and age-appropriate
knowledge and skills to teach children about pedestrian
safety. The information is organized into several onepage handouts for easy sharing with other parents and
caregivers.

This guide leads parents and caregivers through stages of
child development and identifies which walking safety
skills to teach along the way. The guide is divided into
two parts:
Part 1: Understanding how children develop and learn pedestrian safety skills provides information about how children develop and what they are ready to learn about
safe walking at different ages. Based on child development and pedestrian safety research, each age grouping includes a description of physical, mental and social
skills as they relate to pedestrian safety.
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Part 1: Understanding how children develop and
learn pedestrian safety skills
Key pedestrian skills for children
What do children need to learn in order to become
aware, traffic-smart pedestrians? Walking skills, such as
choosing where to walk and when and how to cross a
street, can become second nature over time. But children first need to develop the judgment to see what is
different about every walking situation. In other words,
children can’t just transfer a particular procedure from
one street crossing to the next without needing to use
judgment each time. Children must be able to combine
their mental and physical abilities, as well as their pedestrian knowledge, to walk safely.10 Parents and caregivers
can help their children learn and develop these skills and
behaviors by providing repeated instruction and modeling.10, 11, 12, 13, 14 This section provides a brief overview of
the basics for choosing where to walk and how to cross
streets and how growing children gain abilities in carrying out these key skills.

Choosing where to walk
When setting foot outside, a pedestrian’s first decision is
to pick where to walk. Sidewalks and paths that separate
walkers from motor vehicles are ideal. When not available, roads with wide shoulders where a pedestrian can
walk facing oncoming traffic are next best. Roads with
the least traffic and lowest speeds are generally safer for
walking. Some areas will feel safer than others depending on the presence of other people on the street and
whether there is evidence of criminal activity.
When walking with children, parents can explain why
and how they selected their walking route. As their
child gets older, parents can ask their children to suggest
where to walk and ask them to explain why.

Finding a place to cross
Crossing the street incorporates many different types of
pedestrian skills and knowledge and begins with identifying a safe place to cross.15 In general, a safe crossing
location is one that has a clear view of traffic from all
angles, few cars, and crossing aides (like a traffic signal
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with a “walk” phase or a crossing guard). It’s particularly helpful if this is a crossing that can be used each
time the child walks to a particular destination.
To choose a safe place to cross along a new route, children must be able to evaluate the situation, including
the ability to judge the presence of traffic, traffic speed
and the availability of crossing aides.10 Children also
must evaluate their own abilities as pedestrians to decide
whether they are safe to cross. In other words, children
need to decide if they feel comfortable crossing. Before
being ready to take on these tasks alone, a parent needs
to provide practice time and guidance.
Parents can help teach and reinforce these judgment
skills by walking with their children and modeling safe
pedestrian behavior, such as stopping at the curb and
looking for traffic in all directions before crossing a
street. Young children need to walk with a parent or
caregiver to practice safe crossing behavior. Young children should also be shown the safest crossing site along
any route that they will walk on a regular basis, such
as the route to school. Parents and caregivers can help
their older children choose the safest crossing location
to use along a route and instruct them to always cross
at that site.
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Crossing the street

Putting it all together

After children are able to judge a crossing site and decide
it is safe to cross, they must then be able to focus their
attention on crossing the street safely.10, 15 Two skills
necessary for crossing the street safely are attentionswitching and concentration.

Deciding where to walk and picking the right time and
place to cross streets are all skills that help prepare children for a lifetime of safe walking. The ultimate goal
of a parent’s time spent discussing and modeling safe
walking with children and giving them opportunities to
practice is to help children become safe, confident and
independent pedestrians. They will be able to recognize
and pick the best places to walk and cross and behave
as safely as possible near traffic.4, 18, 20 These children
may also grow up to become better drivers because they
understand how to share the road with people on foot.
The following sections provide more detail of the abilities of children at different ages.

Attention-switching is the ability to select the most
important parts of a situation, such as a flashing crosswalk and an oncoming car, while ignoring distractions.
For example, a child must be able to shift attention from
friends playing across the street to oncoming traffic in
order to pay attention to motor vehicles and assess the
safety of the situation. Attention-switching is an important skill for children to have in order to recognize traffic when crossing and selecting safe crossing locations
and times.4, 5, 16
Concentration is also important because a child must
be able to continue watching for traffic while crossing the street. A loss in concentration while crossing
could mean a child does not see oncoming traffic or
a turning car. Attention-switching and concentration
are cognitive skills that children are developing and
improving throughout childhood, so they often need
extra help focusing on the important information in a
crossing or pedestrian situation.

Consistently applying skills to new
crossing locations

Growth and Development Key Points

1.

Children need to be able to choose
the safest places to walk.

2.

Children need to learn where to cross
streets and how to cross safely.

3.

Children will demonstrate these skills
some of the time, so continued practice
is needed until they are consistent.

4.

Attention-switching and concentration
skills are essential for safe walking
and develop as children mature.

Once children are able to identify safe crossing sites and
maintain focus while crossing, they then must be able
to use their skills consistently to cross safely at different
locations. Children may not always make safe decisions,
even if they have learned pedestrian safety rules and
skills.16 More specifically, children may learn they need
to stop, wait, listen and look while crossing at a curb,
but they have a hard time repeating the same process
if crossing elsewhere. Consistent, safe crossings require
children to judge and pick a safe crossing site, choose
an appropriate gap in traffic, use coordination skills and
maintain concentration while crossing. Children need
help from parents and caregivers to repeat the process
successfully many times before they can complete it
safely by themselves.11, 12, 18, 19,
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Childen age four to six
Children who are four to six years of age are entering
a time when their physical and mental abilities allow
basic walking safety skills to be introduced, discussed
and practiced. This age group needs to walk with an
adult who will make safety a priority.
Young pedestrians are at particular risk of injury from
running into the road from between parked cars or
other obstacles for several reasons. First, it is hard for
children in this age group to see oncoming cars because
obstacles, such as parked cars, often block their view of
traffic. At the same time, they are still learning how to
use their peripheral vision and how to use the information they see to identify oncoming cars.21, 22
McCook, Nebraska

While young children usually wait for a longer period
of time before crossing than older children, there may
be a delay between the time a young child decides it is
safe to cross the street and when he or she actually starts
to cross.23 Due to that delay, it may no longer be safe to
cross because motor vehicles may be closer than when
the child first decided to cross.4 Young children are also
at risk for traffic-related injuries because without training or prompting they may not fully understand why
traffic situations are dangerous.18, 24
Distraction and impulsivity also are contributors to unsafe
behaviors because they can affect a child’s decision-making
process while walking and may lead to unsafe crossing
choices or other unsafe pedestrian behavior.19, 23, 25, 26, 27 For
example, a child who chases a ball into the street does not
automatically realize that they have gone from playing in the
yard to running in the street.

Growth and Development Key Points

Children age four to six:
1. Need supervision.
2. Are ready to practice the basics.
3. May do the unexpected.
4. Need adults to model safe walking behavior.

While children are becoming more physically independent, they still are influenced by, and depend on, parents
and caregivers for guidance and assistance in their everyday lives. As with all children, parental supervision is an
important factor in decision-making for safe walking.23,
28
Adult-led instruction and modeling of safe pedestrian
behaviors can help children learn by giving an opportunity for discussion about the safety of real-world walking situations.10, 11
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Children age seven to nine
Children seven to nine years old can continue expanding
their pedestrian abilities and knowledge through more
education and practice with parental or adult supervision. As with younger children, seven to nine year olds
are developing at different rates and gaining pedestrian
skills at varying times throughout this time period.
By this age range, children can usually reason about past
and future events, which allows for in-depth instruction
about more complex safety behaviors. Parents and other
adults can begin discussing how safe crossing strategies
might differ according to the location. The ability to
understand more complex instruction allows children in
this age group to combine their knowledge and everyday experiences to strengthen their safe walking habits.
Children seven to nine years old also continue to develop their attention switching skills and their ability to
scan scenes and identify important information, such as
oncoming traffic.3, 27, 29 These skills are essential to the
ability to decide when it is safe to cross and to focus on
crossing safely. To cross the road safely, children must be
able to locate and acknowledge traffic and pay attention
to how traffic is moving while ignoring other distractions in their environment, such as someone walking a
dog or a friend calling to them from across the street.10

Niskayuna, New York

Growth and Development Key Points

Children age seven to nine:
1. Still need supervision.
2. Are ready to learn more complicated skills.
3. Benefit from walking with an adult who explains
more complex pedestrian safety tasks, such as
where and when to cross at a new location.

As children develop these skills and are better able
to focus their attention on single tasks, such as stopping at the curb to check for cars, they can continue to
strengthen their safe walking abilities.
As children in this age range are developing, they should
be supervised and instructed to ensure that they follow
pedestrian safety rules. Despite their increasing abilities,
children at this stage should not be in traffic alone.3, 5, 10
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Children age ten and older
Children age ten and older continue to develop their
physical, cognitive and psychosocial abilities. They are
improving their processing, attention and decisionmaking skills, all of which are essential to pedestrian
safety.2, 29, 30 Some children in this age group may be
walking with little or no supervision. Therefore, it is
essential for parents to ensure that their children continue to learn and practice the skills developed throughout
younger childhood. To help their child prepare to walk
alone, parents may want to begin with simple, low traffic routes. Walk the route with the child and talk about
where to walk and, if necessary, where to cross before
the child tries it alone.

Hillside Elementary School, Niskayuna, New York

Growth and Development Key Points

Children age ten and older:
1. Are usually ready for a mix of
independence and supervision.

2.

May need reinforcement and reminders
about safe walking behaviors.

3.

Benefit from practicing a specific route with
an adult to talk about where to walk, where
to cross and any other safety considerations
before walking the route alone.
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Part 2: Resources for helping children learn
pedestrian safety skills
A. Overview for parents and caregivers
Describes basic pedestrian safety skills and highlights children’s abilities and learning needs at different ages.

B. For parents and caregivers of children age four to six
Provides ways for parents to discuss safe walking with their young child.

C. For parents and caregivers of children age seven to nine
Provides a basic checklist to assist in assessing and building children’s pedestrian safety abilities.

D. For parents and caregivers of children age ten and older
Provides a basic checklist to assist in assessing and building the pedestrian safety abilities of older children.
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Helping cHildren learn pedestrian safety skills:

Overview for parents and caregivers

Walking is a fun and healthy way to spend time with your child. You are your child’s most important role model
for walking safely. Children learn by watching others, so your own safe pedestrian behavior is the best way to
teach these valuable skills. Consider these tips as you walk with your child:
1. Obey all traffic signs and signals.
2. Choose routes that provide space to walk and have the least
amount of traffic and lowest speeds.
3. Look for traffic at all driveways and intersections.
4. If possible, cross at a crosswalk or at an intersection with a
walk signal.
5. Stop at the curb and look for traffic in all directions (left,
right, left, to the front and behind). At an intersection, it is
important to look in front and in back to check for turning
vehicles. The second look to the left is to re-check for traffic
that is closest to you.
6. Wait until no traffic is coming and start crossing; keep
looking for traffic as you cross the road.
7. Walk across the road. Do not run.
8. Wear reflective gear if it is dark or conditions limit visibility, such as rain or snow.
9. Talk with your child about what you’re doing and why as you walk.
Although you might be able to see quickly that it is safe to cross the road or make other decisions while walking,
your child may not know or understand why it is safe. Help your child understand and learn safe walking skills by
practicing them each time you walk near or around traffic and taking the time to talk through new situations.
As a driver you can also be a role model for safe behavior. Respect pedestrians and use the drive time to teach
your child about signs, signals and other traffic rules.

Developing pedestrian skills
Children’s ability to understand and make decisions about where to walk and cross the street change as they grow
and develop.
Children age four to six:
1. Have limited judgment, making it hard for them to
know where or when it is safe to cross the road.
2. Cannot gauge the speed of oncoming traffic.
3. Can be impulsive and lose concentration easily.
4. Have a hard time staying focused on one task, such as
crossing the road.

Walk together
This age group needs to walk with adults who will
make safety a priority. Children age four to six still
are learning what it means to be safe. They should
always be with an adult while walking. The best
way for children to learn is by repeating safe walking
skills with an adult.
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Overview for parents and caregivers (continued)
Children age seven to nine:
1. Need supervision as they learn more complicated
pedestrian safety skills.
2. Can begin to identify safe crossing sites with help and
practice.
3. Can begin to learn how to identify traffic and stay
focused while crossing the street with help and practice.

Children age ten and older:
1. Need specific instruction and modeling as they
learn more complicated pedestrian safety skills.
2. Can identify safe crossing sites with help and practice.
3. With help and practice, can identify traffic and stay
focused while crossing the street.

How can you help?
You can help your children by talking with them and showing
them the correct safe behavior. Consider starting with these tips:

Teach lifelong skills
These years are the time to teach skills that prepare
children to be safe walkers throughout their lives.
Children age seven to nine can begin to learn more
complicated pedestrian safety tasks. Even though
they are older, they always should be with an adult
while walking near or around traffic. The best way
for children to learn is by repeating safe pedestrian
skills with an adult.

Find a mix of independence
and supervision
Children age ten and older gradually can learn more
complicated pedestrian safety tasks. Even though
they are older, they should still be with an adult
while walking near or around traffic until they
consistently demonstrate safe pedestrian skills. The
best way for children to learn is by practicing safe
pedestrian skills with an adult. As children grow,
revisit these safety issues often to make sure they are
still practicing safe behavior.

How to choose the safest route

2. For routes that will be repeated (like walking to school),
walk with your child to help pick the safest route. Explain
that is important to always follow this route.

1. Choose the route with the fewest streets
to cross.
2. Avoid crossing busy or high-speed streets.
3. Pick places that have sidewalks when
possible. If there are no sidewalks, the
second choice is to walk facing oncoming
traffic as far to the left as possible.

3. Stop at every curb and talk with your child about the
importance of stopping to look for traffic in all directions
before crossing.

Make sure to always follow this same route
when walking with your child to a particular
destination.

1. Walk with your child to model correct safety behaviors.

4. Wait with your child at the curb and explain that it is
important to wait until there is no traffic coming in any
direction before crossing the road together. If you are at an intersection with a walk signal, explain that you
wait until the walk sign appears and then look in all directions for traffic before crossing.
5. As you cross, help your child stay focused on crossing safely by holding his or her hand and walking directly to
the other side of the street.
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Helping cHildren learn pedestrian safety skills:

for parents and caregivers of children age four to six
You know your child’s behavior and
abilities best. Keep in mind that all
children develop differently but young
children always need supervision when
they walk in or near traffic. Help your
child become a safe pedestrian by
practicing these skills.
Help your child safely cross the street
1. Stop at the edge of the road.
Say: We stop here at the edge of the road to look for
cars before we cross.
We only cross where we can see if cars are coming.

Help your child understand the traffic
environment
1. Walk with your child and hold hands.

2. Look in all directions for traffic.
Say: Before we cross, we look for cars. We look left,
right, left again and behind us. Let’s look together.
3. Cross only when no cars are coming.
Ask: Do you see any cars coming?
4. Hold hands when crossing. Walk across the road
when no cars are coming.
Say: Now we can walk across the road because no
cars are coming. We’re going to keep watching for
cars as we cross.

Say: We always hold hands when we walk to stay safe.
2. Explain stop signs, crosswalks, traffic lights and
other pedestrian signs that you see along your walk.
Say: Stop signs are red, they tell cars to stop.
Crosswalks are where people walk across the road.
Traffic lights tell cars when to stop and when to go.
For cars, red means stop and green means go.
3. Show your child the safest place to cross.
Say: This is where we cross the road because we
can see when cars are coming and they can see us.
We cross at a crosswalk or intersection when we can
because that is where drivers expect to see walkers.
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Helping cHildren learn pedestrian safety skills:

for parents and caregivers of children age seven to nine
You know your child’s behavior and abilities best. While every child’s development is unique,
children in this age group need supervision when they walk near traffic. Make sure your
child is ready for the next step in learning how to walk safely by checking the following:
My child:
Understands that traffic is dangerous.
Uses safe crossing sites we have identified together.
Always stops at the edge of the road.
Always looks in all directions before starting to cross.
Starts crossing when no cars are coming.
Keeps looking for traffic when crossing.
Walks directly across the road.

If your child has trouble with these steps, practice and talk about the following:
1. Safe crossing sites have few cars and clear views of traffic.
2. Always stop at the edge of the road or the curb to look for traffic.
3. It is important to look for cars in all directions before starting to cross.
4. It is safest to cross when no cars are coming in any direction. If you are at an intersection with a walk
signal, wait until the walk signal appears and then look in all directions for traffic before crossing.
5. Keep looking for traffic when crossing to make sure you can see cars coming.
6. Walking directly across the street is the safest way to cross.
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Helping cHildren learn pedestrian safety skills:

for parents and caregivers of children age ten and older
You know your child’s behavior and abilities best. By age ten, some children are walking with less
supervision or alone. Use this checklist to assess your child’s skills in walking safely near traffic.

My child:
Understands that traffic is dangerous.
Chooses and uses safe crossing sites along all walking routes.
Always stops at the edge of the road.
Always looks in all directions before starting to cross.
Starts crossing when no cars are coming.
Keeps looking for traffic when crossing.
Walks directly across the road.
Uses safe pedestrian behavior in all traffic situations.

If your child has trouble with these steps, go over the following:
1. Safe crossing sites have few cars and clear views of traffic.
2. Always stop at the edge of the road or the curb to look for traffic.
3. It is important to look for cars in all directions before starting to cross.
4. It is safest to cross when no cars are coming in any direction. If you are at an intersection with a walk signal,
wait until the walk signal appears and then look in all directions for traffic before crossing.
5. Keep looking for traffic when crossing to make sure you can see cars coming.
6. Walking directly across the street is the safest way to cross.
When walking together, continue to observe your child’s behavior. While older children may know the rules, they
may not always follow them or may get distracted.
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